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Abstract 
Yi, Bo and Jiafu Xu, Analogy calculus, Theoretical Computer Science 113 (1993) 21 l-230. 
An analogy calculus (LK,) is proposed in this paper. Some important theorems, such as cut- 
elimination, interpolation, are proved. The model semantics of LKA is also proposed. Based on LKA, 
analogy is defined as equivalence-provable in LKA from an analogy correspondence. 
1. Introduction 
The ability of analogy reasoning (AR) is one of the hallmarks of intelligence. Using 
the analogy method, we can solve some problems which cannot be solved from their 
domain knowledge. Theories on analogy have a profound influence on problems in 
fields of machine learning, knowledge organization and natural language understand- 
ing, etc. It also finds wide applications in various fields of computer science, such as 
program synthesis, software reuse and theorem proving [16, 4, 31. 
Compared with deduction and induction, research on AR has been far from 
satisfactory, especially in the area of fundamental formalism. It is still in the stage of 
refining concepts of analogy. Detailed surveys can be found in [18], [17] and [7]. 
Here, we briefly discuss studies of formalism of analogy. At the time of writing, we can 
distinguish the following well-known AR theories. Gentner’s [S] structure mapping 
theory restricts analogy to be a correspondence of (individual) objects having the 
same relations and the same higher-order relation systems. Using partial identity of 
Herbrand universes, Haraguchi and Arikawa [9, lo] define the analogy between two 
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logic programs. It is also a partially one-to-one correspondence of objects having the 
same function structures. Piitschke [13] has given a definition of an F-isomorphism 
between two labeled graphs, where F is the sum of the number of matched vertices, 
edges and labels. The maximum F-isomorphic subgraphs are taken as the analogous 
part of the two graphs. In Thiele [15], the isomorphic models are defined as analogy 
of two theories (axiom sets) in a many-sorted language. But no related analysis 
method has been found for checking whether two sentences are analogous. In 
summary, there exists a wide gap between the generality and the operationality of the 
definition of analogy. 
Analogical calculus (named LK,) proposed by the authors is a formal system which 
can analyze analogy correspondences related to two theories [17, 191. This paper 
proposes the syntax of LK,.,. Some important properties of LKA, such as the cut 
elimination theorem and the interpolation theorem, are proved. The model semantics 
of LKA, which is close to the intuition of human’s understanding on analogy, is also 
proposed. On the basis of LK,, analogy between two formulas or theories is defined 
and its intuitive meaning is derived from the model semantics of LKA. 
To make this paper self-contained, the base system, LK, of Gentzen [6], is intro- 
duced here without further explanation. 
In the following, let Greek capital letters r, d, II, il, . with or without subscripts 
denote finite (possibly empty) sequences of formulas separated by commas. Capital 
letters A, B, C, D, . . . denote formulas, lower-case letters a, b, c, . . . for free variables and 
x, y, z, . . . for bound variables. 
A sequent takes the form r+ A, where r and A are arbitrary sequences in the above 
notation. r and A are called antecedent and succedent, respectively. Both r and A can 
be empty. Sequents will be denoted by the letter S, with or without subscripts. 
A sequent of the form A-A is called an initial sequent, or axiom. 
An inference is an expression of the form 
s1 s1 s2 - or 
S S 
where S1, SZ and S are sequents. S1 and S2 are called upper sequents and S is called the 
lower sequent of the inference. 
The inference rules of LK are listed as follows. 




-. right ~ 
D, r+ A’ 1-+A,D’ 
(1.2) Contraction: 
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(1.3) Exchange: 
left r, C, D, n-A T-A, C, D, A 
I-, D, C, Il-+A 
; right 
r+A, D, C, A ’ 
(1.4) cut: 
r-+A, D D, Ii+A 
r,n+A,A . 
Here D is called the cut formula of this inference. 








; 1: right 
D, 1-+A 
~D,r+d r+A,TD’ 
A : left 




A : right 
T+A, c r+A, D 
r+A,CAD ’ 
V :left 
c, l--A D, r+A 
CVD,r+A ’ 
V :right 




3 : left 
T+A, c D, ll+A 
2 : right 
C, r+A, D 
CID,r,IT+A,A ’ r-tA,CID’ 
V : left 
F(t), l--A . 
V : right 
r+ A, F(a) 
VxF(x), r+ A ’ r+ A, VxF(x) ’ 
where t is an arbitrary term, and a does not occur in the lower sequent. The a in 
V: right is called the eigenvariable of this inference. 
(2.6) 3 : left 
F(a), T-tA . 
3 : right 
l--A, F(t) 
3xF(x), r+ A ’ r+ A, 3xF(x) ’ 
where a does not occur in the lower sequent, and t is an arbitrary term. The a in the 
3 : left is called the eigenvariable of this inference. 
The condition, that the eigenvariable must not occur in the lower sequent in V: right 
and 3 : left, is called the eigenuariable condition for those inferences. 
The intuitionistic predicate calculus is defined as a subsystem of LK, which we call 
LJ, following Gentzen. LJ is obtained from LK by modifying it as follows: 
(1) a sequent in LJ is of the form r+A, where A consists of at most one formula; 
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(2) inferences in LJ are obtained from those in LK by imposing the restriction that 
the succedent of each upper and lower sequent consists of at most one formula; thus 
there are no inferences in LJ corresponding to contraction : right or exchange : right. 
A derivation is a tree of sequents, in which each sequent and its upper(s) are the 
result of an application of an inference rule. We call such a tree a derivation tree. We 
say that the lowest sequent in a derivation tree is deduced from all the ones at the top. 
A proof P in (LK) or LK-proof; is a derivation tree in which every topmost sequent 
is an initial sequent. 
The lowest sequent in a proof P is called the end-sequent of P. A sequent S is 
provable in LK, or LK-provable, if there exists an LK-proof of it. A formula A is called 
LK-provable (or a theorem of LK) if the sequent +A is LK-provable. The prefix 
“LK-” can be replaced by, e.g., LJ - or LKA - depending on the system considered. 
We refer readers to [ 141 and [ 1 l] for any undeclared terminologies and definitions. 
2. The LK, System 
2.1. Syntax of LK, 
The LK, system is based on LK. It is obtained from LK by (1) updating V : right 
and 3 : left inference rules and (2) adding some additional initial sequents. 
In the sense of Polya [12], analogy is a strictly defined correspondence of objects in 
two systems, i.e. source and target systems. To deal with such systems in a logic 
calculus, we will introduce another eigenvariable, to the second system, analogous to 
the one in an V : right or 3 : left inference of LK. To this end, we first give the following 
definition. 
Definition 2.1. LK _ is defined as LK, except that the V : right and 3 : left inference rules 
are modified as follows: 
(1) Q : right _ 
a-b, T+A, F(b) 
T-+A, VxF(x) 
where a and b do not occur in the lower sequent. The b and a are called the 
eigenvariable and co-eigenvariable of this inference, respectively; 
(2) 3:left” 
a-b, F(a), T-A 
3xF(x), T-A 
where a and b do not occur in the lower sequent. The a and b are called the 
eigenvariable and co-eigenvariable of this inference, respectively. 
The following proposition shows that LK _ is a conservative extension of LK, i.e., 
any sequent which is LK-provable can be proved in LK”. 
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Proposition 2.2. For any sequent S, S is LK--provable ifit is LK-provable. 
Proof. We only need to prove that V : right and/or 3 : left inferences can be derived 
in LK”. 
Case 1. V: right. 
J--A, F(b) 
a_b, T+A, F(b) weakenlng:lefi 
T+A, VxF(x) 
V : right _ 
where b satisfies the eigenvariable condition of V : right. 
Case 2. The proof of 3:left is similar. 0 
Definition 2.3. LK,” is obtained from LK _ by adding the following sequents as 
additional initial sequents: 
(1) +t=t, 
(2) t, =sl, . . . , tn=s,-‘f(tl, . . . , t,)=f(sl, . . . ,s,) and 
(3) t,=s l,...,tm=S,,R(tl,...,t,)~R(sl,...,s,), 
where t, ti, s and sj are terms (i d n, j < m),f is an arbitrary n-ary function symbol with 
n > 0 and R a m-ary predicate symbol with m 20. Each such sequent may be called an 
equality axiom. 
Remark. LK,, which is obtained from LK by adding those additional initial sequents 
above, is known as equational logic calculus. 
It is easy to understand that analogy relations should be symmetric, and two terms 
in one system which are analogous to one in the other system should denote the same 
object. This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.4. LK, is obtained from LK,” by adding the following additional initial 
sequents: 
(1) t-s-s-t, and 
(2) t-s,s-r+t=r, 
where t, s and r are terms. Each such sequent may be called an analogy axiom. 
Generally speaking, a term need not be analogous to itself, since the same term may 
denote different objects from the aspects of different systems. In fact, if we add +t - t 
to LKA defined above, the analogy relation - would be reduced to an equivalence 
relation. 
Proposition 2.5. The following sequents are LK,-provable. 
(1) t -s, s=r+t-r, 
(2) t-s, t-r+s=r, and 
(3) t1 N.71, t2-sz, tl=t2+Sl=S2. 
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Proof. Very easy, omitted. 0 
This proposition shows that the following diagrams are associative in any way: 
Proposition 2.6. (1) Let t be an arbitrary term and S(a) a provable (in LK,) sequent in 
which a is fully indicated. Then S(t) is also provable. 
(2) Let t(aI, . . . ,a,,) be an arbitrary term in which ai is fully indicated and S(f) an 
LK,-provable sequent in which f is a fully indicated n-ary function constant. Then S(t) is 
also provable in LK,. 
(3) Let F(al,..., a,,,) be any formula in which ai is fully indicated and S(P) an 
LKA-provable sequent in which P is a fully indicated m-ary predicate constant (neither 
= nor -). Then S(F) is also LK,-provable. 
Proof. (I) See Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 in [14]. 
(2) By induction on the number of occurrences off in a regular proof P of S, using 
the same method as that of Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 in [14]. 
(3) Parallel with (2). 0 
2.2. Cut elimination and interpolation theorem for LKA 
Definition 2.7. (1) A cut (inference) is called inessential if its cut formula takes one of 
the following forms: 
(a) t=s, 
(b) t-s, or 
(c) 3x(x = t), 
where t and s are any terms. 
(2) A cut is called essential if it is not inessential. 
(3) A cut is called effective if any individual, function and predicate constants (apart 
from = and -) and any free variables in its cut formula occurs in the lower sequent of 
the inference. 
Remark. The cut with a cut formula 3x(x = t) can be called inessential since its cut 
formula is a tautology in LK,. 
The following theorem, known as cut elimination theorem, is very important and 
has many applications in the proofs of other theorems in LKA. 
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Theorem 2.8 (Cut elimination theorem for LKA). A sequent S can be proved in LKA 
without essential cut ifs is LK,-provable. 
In the proof of this theorem, we use the notations and general outline of Takeuti’s 
proof of cut elimination for LK( LK,) 1143. 
A thread is a sequence, beginning with an initial sequent and ending with the 
end-sequent, in which every sequent except the last is an upper sequent of an inference, 
and is immediately followed by the lower sequent of this inference. 
The following rule, known as Mix rule, is substituted for cut. 
Mix 
where r* and A* denote the sequents r and A with occurrences of A deleted. A is 
called the mix formula of this inference. 
Lemma 2.9. The Cut and Mix rules ure equivalent. 
Proof. See [14]. 0 





where A is the mix formula. 
(1) The rank of a thread above S1 is the number of consecutive sequents that 





The Ief rank of P = rankl( P)= max jrank(F, P) : F is a left thread), 
The right rank of P = rank,( P) = max { rank( F, P) : F is a right thread). 
Rank(P) = rankl( P) + rankR( P). 
Grade(A) = number of logical connectives occurring in A. 
The grade of a mix rule is the grade of the principal formula of the mix rule. 
Lemma 2.11. If P is a proof of T--+A in which only one essential mix occurs, as the last 
inference, then T+A is provable without an essentia/ mix. 
Proof. The proof is by double induction on the rank and the grade, On the induction 
hypothesis that the statement of the lemma is valid for all formulas of lower grade, we 
prove it for proofs of current grade. 
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Case 1.1. Either S1 or S2 is an initial sequent. The proof is the same as Takeuti’s. 
Case 1.2. The last inference of either S1 or Sz is a structural rule. The proof is the 
same as Takeuti’s. 
Case 1.3. Both S1 and Sz are logical rules. In this case, rank= 2 implies 
rankL = 1 = rank,. Hence the principal formula of the last inference of S1 and S2 must 
be the mix rformula. Only the cases where the mix formula is VxF(x) and 3xF(x) will 
be presented. The others are the same as [14]. 
Case 1.3.1. The last part of P has the form: 
a-b, T+AI, F(b) F(t), n,+n 
T-+A,, VxF(x) VxF(x), z71-+A 
~,~l--+Al,~ 
VxF(x) . 
By the eigenvariable condition, a and b do not occur in r, AI or F(x). Since by 
assumption the proof ending with a - b, r+ A 1, F(b) contains no essential mix, we can 
obtain a proof without essential mix, ending with a--t, T-AI, F(t). Now consider 
J a--t, T-AI, F(t) 




(3x(x = t)) 
r,n~+A;,n 
where II I and A f are obtained from n, and AI by removing all occurrences of F(t), 
and IIT and A T are obtained from II ,” and A f by removing all occurrences of 
3x(x = t). Hence, this part of proof has only one essential mix inference (J) and its 
grade of the mix formula (F(t)) is less than the grade of VxF(x). By the induction 
hypothesis we can eliminate this mix and thus obtain a desired proof. 
Case 1.3.2. The mix formula is 3xF(x). It is symmetric to VxF(x). 
Case 2. Rank(P) > 2. 
Case 2.1. rank,(P)> 1. 
Case 2.1.1. The mix formula is not 3xF(x). Same as [14]. 
Case 2.1.2. The mix formula is 3xF(x), the last part of P looks like this: 
a-b, F(a), II,+A 
J 
T+A 3xF(x), Z71 +A 
r,Il;+A*, A (jxF(x)) 
where II: and A* are obtained from 17i and A by removing all occurrences of 3xF(x). 
Let c be a free variable not occurring in P. Then the result of replacing a by 
c throughout the proof ending with a-b, F(a), II, +A is a proof, without essential 
mix, ending with c-b, F(c), Ii’, + A, since a does not occur in A’, or /1 by eigenvariable 
condition. 
Consider the following proof: 
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J 
T+A c-b, F(c), fll-+A (3xF(x)) 
r, c-b, F(c), IT;+A*, A 
By the induction hypothesis, the end-sequent of this proof can be proved without 
essential mix (say by P’). Now consider the proof 
l-, c-b, F(c), I7T+A*, A 
some exchanges 
J 
T+A 3xF(x), r, Il:+A*, A 
r, r, Ill-A*, A*, A (jxF(x)) 
where c occurs in none of 3xF(x), r, IZ, , A, A. This mix can then also be eliminated 
since the rankR of J has been decreased. 
Case 2.2. rank,(P)> 1. 
Case 2.2.1. The mix formula is not VxF(x). Same as [14]. 
Case 2.2.2. The mix fomula is VxF(x). The proof of this case is symmetric to case 
2.1.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Inductively eliminate the last essential mix in a proof of 
S according to Lemma 2.11. 0 
Using the cut elimination theorem for LK A, we can prove that LKA is consistent. 
First, we have to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.12. Any sequent r+ is LK,-unprovable, where r contains the following 
formulas only: 
(1) t=s, 
(2) t N s, and 
(3) 3x(x = t), 
where t and s are terms. 
Proof. If r-+ is provable in LKA, by the cut elimination theorem for LKA, it would be 
possible to prove it without essential cut. Suppose P is such a proof. It is easy to show 
that the inferences occurring in P are weakening: left, exchange : left, contraction : left, 
3 : left _ and inessential cut. Induction on the number of inferences in P: Let k be the 
number of inferences in P. 
If k=O, P is r-+ itself. Obviously it is not an initial sequent, and hence is not 
a proof. 
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If k > 0, there are several cases according to the last inference of P. We treat some of 
them, others are similar. 
(1) The last inference is weakening : left 
By the induction hypothesis, there does not exist a proof of r+ with less than 
k inferences. Hence A, f + can not be proved with k inferences in LKA. 
(2) The last inference is an 3 : left _ 
a-b,a=t,r+ 
3x(x = t), r+ 
The upper sequent cannot be proved with less than k inferences by induction 
hypothesis, so there exists no proof with k inferences for the lower. 





Because A is of the form t = s, r-s or 3x(x = t), there does not exist a proof of Sz with 
less than k inferences by induction hypothesis. Hence, the end-sequent cannot be 
proved with k inferences in LK,. 0 
Theorem 2.13. LKA is consistent, i.e. the empty sequent 
is LK,-unprovable. 
Proof. The empty sequent + satisfies the lemma’s condition and so is unprovable 
in LK,. 0 
Definition 2.14. A proof is called regular if all cut inferences in the proof are inessential 
but effective. 
Using the cut elimination theorem and Proposition 2.6, we can prove the following 
result. 
Theorem 2.15. Any sequent T-A has a regular proof ifit is provable in LK.,, 
Proof. By the cut elimination theorem, we take a cut-eliminated proof P of r-+A. 
Induction on the number of cut inferences in P. If there is no cut inference in P, P is 
regular. Assume P has k (>O) cut inferences and takes the form: 
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Suppose that symbol s (neither = nor -) occurring in C is not in the lower sequent. By 
Proposition 2.6, we can replace s by a symbol s’, with the same arity, occurring in the 
lower sequent. If no such s’ is in the lower sequent, we can move the cut inference 
(having the cut formula C) upward until the desired s’ occurs in the lower or the cut 
inference can be eliminated because the cut formula will be removed by a weakening 
above the cut. 0 
The following theorem, which is known as interpolation theorem, will be used in 
Section 4. 
Theorem 2.16 (Interpolation theorem for LX,). Let T+A be LK,-provable, and let 
( rI, r,) and (A,, A,) be arbitrary partitions of r and A, respectively (including the cases 
where one or more of rI, T2, AI, A2 are empty). We denote such a partition by 
[(rl ; A,}, { r2; A,)] and cull it a partition of the sequent T+A. Then there exists 
a formula C, such that: 
(i) r1 +AI, C and C, r2+A2 are both LK,-provable; 
(ii) all free variables and individual, function and predicate constants in C (apart from 
=) occur both in TInA and in T2nAz. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by induction on the number of inferences k, in a regular 
proof of T+A. The main method is as in [14], here we deal with some special cases 
only for LK,. For simplicity, we introduce a special formula T to denote 3x(x=x). 
Case 1. k=O. 
Case 1.1. T-+A has the form t-s-s-t. There are four cases: 
(1) C{t--s;s--t), {;)I, (2) ct;>, {t--s;s--t)l 
(3) c+s;>9 {is-t>l, (4) C{;s -t>, {-;>I. 
Take for C: IT in (l), T in (2), t-s in (3) and lt-s in (4). 
Case 1.2. T+A takes the form t-s, s-r+t=r. There are eight cases: 
(1) [(t-s, s--r;t=r}, { ;>I, (2) [{t-s, s--r;}, (;t=r>l, 
(3) [{t-s;}, (s-r;t=r)l, (4) [jt-s;t=r}, {s-r; 
(5) C{;), (t--,s--r;t=r)l, (6) [{;t=r},{t s s rii\ Iv,-> 3 
(7) Us -r;t=r}, {t-s;}], (8) [{s-r; >, {t-s;t=r}]. 
TakeforC:lTin(l),t=rin(2),t-sin(3),ls-rin(4),Tin(5),lt=rin(6),lt-s 
in (7), and s-r in (8). 
Case 2. k > 0 and the last inference is V : right _ : 
u-b, I--+A, F(b) 
T-+A, VxF(x) 
where a and b do not occur in the lower sequent. 
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Suppose the partition is [{I-r ; A 1, VxF(x)}, { r2 ; A,}]. By the induction hypothesis 
there exists an interpolant C so that a-b, rI +AI, F(b), C and C, r2+A2 are 
provable. Since C does not contain a and b, we can derive 
rl-+AI, VxF(x), C 
and hence C serves as the interpolant. 
Case 3. k > 0 and the last inference is inessential cut with the cut formula t-s: 
rI+AI, t-s t-s, Tz+Az 
l-1, rz+AI, A2 
Supposethepartitionis[{rII, r21;A11,A21},{r12,r22;A12,A22)],whereriI,ri2 
is a partition of Ti and Ail, A,, is that of Ai. Consider the induced partitions of the 
upper sequents C(~II;AII,t-s}, {r12;A12}l and C(t”s,r21;A21},{r22;A22}1 
and apply the induction hypothesis. So there exist interpolants C1 and C2. Thus 
r11~r21+41~ 4r, C1 A C2 and Cr ACz, r12, r22+A12, AZ2 are both LK,-prov- 
able. By the assumption of a regular proof, any symbol in t-s occurs in TInAl and 
r2nA2, so it occurs in both r,,nr21nA,,nA2, and r,,nr,,nA,,nA,,. Hence 
Cr A C2 serves the required interpolant. 
Other cases can be proved in a similar way. 0 
According to the following theorem, we may say that LKA is a conservative 
extension of LK, for analogy. 
Theorem 2.17. Let S be any sequent without analogy symbol -, then S is LK, provable 
if and only zf it is provable in LK,. 
Proof. The if part of this theorem is obtained from Proposition 2.2 together with the 
fact that all additional initial sequents are those of LK, or containing analogy symbol 
-. To prove the only if part, we use induction on the number of inferences in a regular 
proof P of S. 
Case I. k = 0. S is an initial sequent of LK, and has no - occurring in it. Hence it 
must be an initial sequent of LK,. 
Case 2. k>O. According to the last inference of the P. 
Case 2.1. The last inference is V : right”. The P takes the form: 
P’ 
\ I / \ I l \ I, 
a-b, F(b), r+A 
VxF(x), r+A 
Take a partition [{a N b ; }, {F(b), r ; A}] of the upper sequent. By the interpolation 
theorem, there exists an interpolant formula C with = and b only, such that a - b+C 
is LK,-provable. Obviously, the C must take the form b = b which is LK,-provable. 
This means that F(b), r-+A is LK,-provable and that C is removed by weakening 
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inference in the proof P’. By induction hypothesis F(b), T-+A has a proof P” in LK,. 
Thus, we can obtain a proof of the S in LK,. 
Case 2.2. The last inference is cut with cut formula t--s. 
Takepartitions[{T,;A,},j;t-s}]and[{t-s;},{T~;A~}]forS,andS~respective- 
ly. By the interpolation theorem, there exist interpolant formulas C1 and C2 such that 
Cl + t-s and t-s -+ C2 are provable and N is in neither C1 nor Cz. Thus, CL takes 
= only and hence C1 and 1 Cz are both L&-provable. So, rI +A1 and Tz-+A2 are 
both LK,-provable by induction hypothesis. And hence the lower sequent is LK,- 
provable. 
Other cases are treated similarly. 0 
3. Analogy 
Our principal idea is that two sentences or episodes of knowledge are analogous, if 
they have a common interpretation, which is called an analogy aspect, between them, 
cf. [17, 191. 
Definition 3.1. The following forms of sentences are called analogy corresponding: 
(1) Vx,...Vx,Vy,...Vy,(x,-~~A...Ax,-y,~f(x, ,..., x,)-g(y, ,..., y,)), and 
(2) Vxl...Vx,Vyl...Vy,(xl-y,A...Ax,-y,~P(x, ,..., x,)=Q(y, ,..., y,)) 
where f and g are n-argument place (n 3 0) function symbols, P and Q are m-place 
(m 3 0) predicate symbols. 
A set of analogy correspondings is called an analogy correspondence, denoted 
as A,. 
For simplifying notations, we abbreviate the form (1) above tof- g, and form (2) to 
PzQ. 
l f=g is an abbreviation of 
vx 1...Vx,Vy,...Vyn(x1=ylA...Ax,=yn3f(~1 ,..., x,)=g(yl ,..., y,)), 
l P = Q is an abbreviation of 
Vx,...Vx,Vyl...Vym(~l=ylA~~~Ax,=ym~P(xl ,..., x,)=Q(y, ,..., y,)). 
Theorem 3.2. Any analogy correspondence A, is consistent, i.e. A,-+ is LKA-unprovable. 
Proof. For any A,, suppose A,-+ is LKA provable, then it has a proof P without 
essential cut. The inferences appearing in P are V : left, 3 : left, A : left, and those listed 
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in the proof of Lemma 2.13. Any such inferences takes at least one of its upper 
sequents without succedent when its lower sequent has no succedent. So there must be 
a sequent with empty right side at the topmost of P, and it never be an initial sequent 
of LKA. Thus P is not a proof. This contradiction says that A,-+ is unprovable 
in LK,. 0 
Theorem 3.3. The following sequents are LKA provable: 
(1) f-kh-g + f=g, 





wheref; h and g arefunction symbols, P, Q and R are predicate symbols, t(a), s(b) and r(c) 
are terms in which the free variable is fully indicated and F,(a), F,(b) and F~(c) are 
formulas with fully indicated free variables. 
Proof. Trivial, omitted. 0 
Corollary 3.4. The following diagrams are associative in any way: 
t(x) = S(Y) t,(x,) = Sl(Yl) 
_I f-----i_ 
44 t2(x2) = S,(Y,) 
FI(XI) = Fz(xz) F,(x,) = F2@2) 
?+t f----) 
F3h) Fs(xa) = f’4(x~) 
Proof. Omitted. 0 
Remark. In the sense of analogy of predicates, - is analogous to - and = is 
analogous to =, i.e. - g - and = FZ =. 
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Theorem 3.5. For any analogy correspondence A,, f (tI, . . . , tn) - g(si, . . . , s,) is unprov- 
able from A, if m#n, where f and g are n-place and m-place function constants, 
respectively, and ti and si are terms. 
Proof. Let t =f (t l,...,tn) and s=g(sl,...,sm). Assume that A,++s is provable in 
LKA. It is obviously that A,+t -s is unprovable in LK,. Since A,+ is unprovable, the 
formula t-s cannot be removed by weakening, and no logic inference can be applied 
to it. Thus, t-v s must appear in an initial sequent like this: t-s + t -s or s - t + t-s. 
The left-hand side of such a sequent must be a subformula of a cut formula introduced 
by an inessential cut, for it is not a subformula of A,. But, there is only one form of 
inessential cut (t’-s’) having such subformula and the subformula must be itself since 
no proper subformula in t’ -s’. So the cut formula is t-s or s-t. It is easy to derive 
a contradiction by induction on the number of inferences in such an assumed 
proof. 0 
Corollary 3.6. For any A,, 
(1) f(t1,...,t,)=g(s1, ... , ,)is unprovable from A, in LK, if n # m, and 
(2) P(tl, , t,)=Q(s,, . , s,) is unprovablefiom A, ifn fm. 
Proof. Let t=f (t 1, . . . , t,) and s=g(si, . . ,s,). 
(1) First, A,, A,+f(t,, . . . . tn)=g(sl, . . . , s,) is unprovable in LK by the cut elimina- 
tion theorem for LK, where A, is any equality axiom set, hence A, + t = s is unprov- 
able in LK,. If A,+t=s is provable in LKA, it must take an initial sequent like this 
t-r, r-s -+ t = s. So there must exist a term r (= h(r, , . . , rk)) such that both A, + t-r 
and A, + r -s are provable. Since m # n, either k #m or k # n. Without loss of 
generality, let r #n. Then A,+ t -r is unprovable by induction hypothesis. Thus 
A, + t = s is unprovable. 
(2) It can be proved in the same way. q 
Definition 3.7. Let A, be an analogy correspondence, and A be a formula without - . 
(1) A, is consistent with A, if the consistency of A implies that A,, A-, is LKA- 
unprovable. 
(2) A, is suitable for A, if every subformula of A provable from A, is LK,-provable 
from A. 
(3) A, is proper to A, if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
(i) for any n-place function constants f and g occurring in A, A+f= g is 
provable in LK, if A,-+f=g is LK,-provable, 
(ii) for any m-place predicate constants P and Q occurring in A, A-+P = Q is 
LK,-provable if A,-+P = Q is LKA-provable, 
(iii) there is no function constants f and g occurring in A such that f-g is 
LKA-provable from A,, and 
(iv) there is no predicate constants P and Q occurring in A and PEQ being 
LKA-provable from A,. 
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Remark. The consistency and suitability of A, for A guarantee that A, does not 
change the unprovability of 1 A and A, respectively. The suitability of A, for A cannot 
satisfy its consistency with A. To illustrate this, let A, be a~ b, c-d, and A be 
a = c A 1 b = d. Then A, is suitable for A, but A,, A -+ is LK,-provable. 
We can prove that A, is consistent with and suitable for A if A, is proper to A. To 
deal with this, we first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. Let A, be proper to A. 
(1) A-+ t = s is L&-provable ift = s is a subformula of A and is LK,-provable from A,. 
(2) A+F1 = F2 is LK,-provable tfF, and F2 are atomic subformulas ofA and F1 = Fz 
is LK,-provable from A,. 
Proof. We first assume that all constants and free variables in t, s, F1 and F2 occur in 
A. Induction on structures of t and s. 
Case I. If A,-+t=s is provable, then according to Corollary 3.6, t and s must take 
the form t=f(tl,..., t,) and s=g(sr, . . ,s,) with n>O. If n=O, t and s are individual 
constants or free variables. t =s is provable from A in LK, by the definition of 
properness. If n>O, there are two cases as follows. 
Case I .I. f = g and ti = Si are provable from A,. A-+f= g and A --, ti = si is provable in 
LK, by the properness of A, to A and the induction hypothesis, respectively. Hence 
A+ t = s is LK,-provable. 
Case 1.2. There exists a term r, such that A,+t -r and A,+r-s are both provable. 
By Theorem 3.5, r must take the form r = h(r, , . ..,r,) andf-h, h-g, ti”ri and riwsi 
are provable from A,. Thus, f = g and ti = si are provable from A, and hence this case 
can be reduced to case 1.1. 
Case 2. This can be proved in the same way because no analogical predicates 
occurring in F1 and F,. 0 
Theorem 3.9. A, is suitable for and consistent with A ifit is proper to A. 
Proof. Assume A, is proper to but not suitable for A. And there is a subformula of A, 
say F, which is LK,-provable from A,, i.e. A, + F is LK,-provable. Then according to 
interpolation theorem of LK,, there exists an interpolating formula C containing only 
constants and free variables occurring in both F and A, such that A,+C and C+F are 
both provable. And hence C contains no N. Let r,< be the set of all equations t = s and 
F1 = F2 provable from A,, where t and s are terms and F1 and F2 are atomic formulas 
in which all constants and free variables are those in A. Then, obviously, rAc+C is 
LK,-provable. But, according to Lemma 3.8, A+ n & is LK,-provable. Thus, A+F 
is LK,-provable, contradicted with the assumption. 
Assume A is consistent, and A,, A+ is LK,-provable. Then I”c, A+ is LK,- 
provable, because there are no f and g (P and Q) in A which make f-g (PE Q) 
LK,-provable from A,. But, A-+L”= is LK,-provable according to Lemma 3.8. This 
contradicts the fact that A+ is LK,-provable. 0 
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Now we can define analogy in terms of equivalence in the analogy calculus. 
Definition 3.10. Let A and B be any formulas without analogy symbol -, let A, be an 
analogy correspondence. 
(1) If A,+A=B is LK,-provable, and A, is consistent with A and B, then A is 
analogous to B based on A,, denoted by 
A$B. 
(2) If A, is proper to A and B, and A is analogous to B based on A,, then A is 
strongly analogous to B based on A,, denoted by 
(3) A is (strongly) analogous to B, if there exists an A, such that A is (strongly) 
analogous to B based on A,. We denote this by 
A-B (A-B). 
We call analogy defined like this LKA-analogy, for it is based on LK,. 
Theorem 3.11. Let A and B be strongly analogous based on A,. A is LK,-provable ifand 
only ifB is provable in LK,. 
Proof. Assume A is LK,-provable but B is not. A,+B is LK,-provable since B is 
analogous to A. According to the properness of A, to B, -+B is LK,-provable, 
contradicting the assumption. 0 
4. Model semantics of LK, and analogy 
Let LA be a language with = and - as two of its predicate constants. 
Definition 4.1. A structure of L, is a couple (D, 4), where D is a nonempty set and 
C$ is a mapping from the constant of L, such that 
(i) if k is an individual constant, then c#& is an element of D; 
(ii) if fis a function constant of n arguments, then $fis a mapping from D” to D; 
(iii) if R is a predicate constant of m arguments, then q5R is a subset of D”; 
(iv) 4= is an equivalence relation on D; 
(v) 4- is a symmetric, anti-transitive and total defined relation on D, i.e. 
(1) for any CI, fi in D, (/I, a) in C$J - if (~1, b) in C$ -, 
(2) for any CI, p, y in D, (~1, y) in 4 =if (a, /?) and (p, y) in 4 -, and 
(3) for any tl in D, there exists a p in D such that (a, p) in c$-. 
To simplify the notation, we use CI = p to denote (CI, p) in C$ = , ct - j3 to denote (CL, j?) 
in 4-. 
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An interpretation of LA is a structure of LA with an assignment which assigns 
elements of D to variables of LA. A formula F is satisjed in a structure A by an 
assignment d (or satisfied by an interpretation I=( (D, $), a)) is inductively defined 
on the logical structure of F as common (denoted A+ [FlO). (Refer to Cl].) 
A formula is valid in a structure if it is satisfied by any assignment. 
A formula F is valid if it is valid in any structure. 
A sequent T+A is satisfied in A = (D, 4) by an assignment (T (or I=( (D, 4), a) 
satisfies T-A), (denoted as A I= [ T+A],), if either some formula in Z is not satisfied 
by Z, or some formula in A is satisfied by I. 
A sequent is valid in a structure if it is satisfied by any assignment (denoted 
A kT+Ll). 
A sequent is valid if it is valid in any structure (denoted as I=T-+A). 
A structure is called a model of an axiom system Z if every sentence of Z is valid in it. 
Theorem 4.2. LKA is sound, i.e. any LKA-provable sequent S is valid. 
Proof. If S is provable in LK,, it has a proof P without essential cut. We apply 
induction on the number of inferences in P. 
Case 1. If P has no inference, S is an initial sequent. It is easy to show that all initial 
sequents are valid. 
Case 2. If P has k (>O) inferences, we distinguish cases according to the last 
inference of P. 
Case 2.1. If the last inference is an V: right” 
a-b, T-A, F(b) 
T-+A, VxF(x) 
By the induction hypothesis, a-b, T-+A, F(b) 1s valid. This means that for any 
assignment C, which assigns CQ to a, /&, to b, 
A#Ca-bl,, 4Wl,, AHAl, or N==CF(b)l, 
is true. If czo + PO, since C$ - is totally defined, there must exist some (x’ such that L-X’- PO 
and an assignment C’ which agrees to 0 except a’(a) = cc’. This means that a-b, r-+ A, 
F(b) is satisfied by C+ and so is T+A, F(b). Thus, T+A, F(b) is satisfied by O, because 
a does not occur in it. Hence T+A, VxF(x) is valid. 
Case 2.2. The last inference is an 3 : left”. This is similar to 2.1. 
Case 2.3. The last inference is an inessential cut. We treat 3x(x = t) only, others are 
trivial. 
T,-+A,, 3x(x=t) Wx=t), r2+42 (3x(x=t)) 
rl, rz+Al, A, 
By the induction hypothesis, the upper sequents are valid, i.e. for any structure A and 
assignment cr, A + rI + A 1 or A + Tz +A 2, since 3x(x = t) is valid. This means that the 
end-sequent is satisfied in A by assignment c and hence it is valid. 0 
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Theorem 4.3. Let A be analogous to B based on A,, and A be a model of A,. Then A is 
a model of A if and only if A is a model of B. 
Proof. If A is inconsistent, then by A,, A+B, A,, B+ is provable in LK,. This means 
that B is inconsistent in LK, since A, is consistent with B. In this case A and B have no 
model. In case A is consistent, B is consistent also. Now for any A + A,, A + A, I A E B 
by the soundness of LKA. Thus A + A = B. Hence, A + A if and only if A k B by the 
definition of validity in a structure. 0 
A structure C satisfying A,, A and B is called a common model of A and B. 
5. Conclusion 
Based on the LKA and its model semantics, we have proposed a definition of 
analogy in Section 4. LK,-analogy is based on the equivalence proof in a formal 
system LK,, and hence is operational in terms of methodology. Its model semantics 
reflects human’s intuitive understanding and recognition of analogy. The common 
model C is also an abstraction of two analogical formulas or theories. We can 
consider it as a truth category or a sort of conceptual inductions [lS]. 
The intuitionistic analogy calculus (denoted as LJ,) is defined from LJ rather than 
LK in the Definitions 2.1,2.3 and 2.4. All the discussions on LKA are also valid for LJ, 
if we replace all occurrences of LK by LJ, take only intuitionistic sequents and 
inference rules in all the definitions, propositions and proofs for those of LJ, and use 
Kripke-style structures to define semantics of LJ..,. 
What we will investigate further include three levels of problems. Firstly, we will 
study analogy in some type theory systems, such as Nuprl[2], LF [S]. If such a system 
can be built, secondly, we will discuss a general problem solving architecture in that 
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